Fluid Metering’s precision micro pumps are on the front line every day in the disinfecting of hospitals and critical instruments used in the treatment of COVID-19 patients. While the world is on the highest alert about Coronavirus, Fluid Metering is aware of the added strain an outbreak such as this can cause, and is taking every action to be prepared to keep up with increased demand from customers who are actively managing the challenges of this pandemic.

While healthcare workers worldwide respond to the Coronavirus outbreak, employees at Fluid Metering are working to ramp up production of precision pumps used in a variety of applications including to fill reagent packs, coat test tubes, and prepare test strips. Additionally, they move critical assays in the worlds’ leading diagnostic instruments that are working tests for the COVID-19 virus.

Fluid Metering is committed to increasing output of critical components necessary to help support public health, and those impacted by this global health crisis. As an essential business, Fluid Metering is open and will continue to operate in order to fully serve and support our critical industry customers during the COVID-19 pandemic.